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  [1.27 pm] 

 

SIR HANSEN:   All right, good afternoon, we will make a start dealing now 

with the exemplar housing areas.  I will hand over to Judge Hassan. 

 5 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Good afternoon everyone, we have got a register here 

with parties present and just work with that.  Just in terms of this we 

would like to complete this if we can within an hour although we 

appreciate there is slightly more to this, in terms of content, than the 

two pre-hearings we dealt with this morning.  And in front of me we 10 

have got two memoranda, one on behalf of the Council and CERA with 

some proposals for scope and other things and one on behalf of 

Danne Mora Holdings.  Is that correctly said, Mr Cleary? 

 

MR CLEARY:   Thank you, your Honour, unfortunately I don’t think I have 15 

the Council’s memo. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Okay, so a copy of it would have been put on the website 

but by all means just take your time to have a bit of a look at that. 

 20 

SIR HANSEN:   I think you need to check the website on a daily basis. 

 

MR CLEARY:   I did look at it yesterday, sir, but I didn’t see it unfortunately. 

 

SIR HANSEN:   Well, it is not yesterday.  We would have hoped it would have 25 

been there today but you may be right, it may not be. 

 

MR CLEARY:   Okay, my apologies. 

 

  [1.30 pm] 30 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   You will have chance I think Mr Cleary just to have a 

look through this before we need to get you to say anything.  But just in 

terms of the agenda, obviously the first question is in regard to scope.  

And Ms Scott, the joint memorandum which has been put in on behalf 35 

of your client, or by your client and CERA, explains why the focus of 

this should be on the Spreydon Lodge at Halswell exemplar 

specifically, that the other things that were considered to be 

possibilities for the various reasons explained in the memorandum 

shouldn’t be heard and shouldn’t be regarded as exemplar for the 40 

purposes that you have set out.  Are there any parties here today who 

take a different view on that?  The logic of it seemed to be pretty clear 

to us but - okay.   

 

45 
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 I should have said by way of introduction, I keep forgetting that some 

parties haven’t been here before in this room, and so in terms of the 

protocol, a couple of things.  Those that are sitting at the back there, if 

you want to say anything just pop forward to where the counsellors sort 

of names are and then the recording will work better.  The second thing 5 

is when you want to say anything in the process of working our way 

around, if you could say your name and who you represent, if you are 

representing somebody just for the record. 

 

 So, in coming back through, I think we will start with the Council, 10 

Ms Scott.  In terms of that are there any issues from any parties who 

thought that other exemplars should be included beyond Halswell 

Spreydon?  Okay.   

 

MR MORA:   Sir? 15 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes, sorry. 

 

MR MORA:   There is one - - - 

 20 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Sorry, can you say who you are and who you represent. 

 

MR MORA:   Mike Mora from the Riccarton-Wigram Community Board. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Thank you. 25 

 

MR MORA:   Just to do with Luney’s development LURP between Roberts 

Road and Buchanans Road.   

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Well, it is not one I am aware of.  Is it one of the ones that 30 

the Council refers in its memo? 

 

MR MORA:   It is to do with development earthworks planning map 9, 

provision clauses 8.4.2 reference on our submission to the new 

neighbourhood zones. 35 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes, so you have made a submission on the new 

neighbourhood zones and just perhaps coming back through things we 

again covered this morning.  Slightly unusually, but nevertheless what 

we must do because we have been directed to it under our Order in 40 

Council in terms of reference, we must hear the subset of matters at an 

urgent stage, at an early stage.  But it is on a clear basis and this is a 

particular example why it is important that the things that we hear and 

decide about don’t compromise the capacity of a submitter to come 

along later and make their submissions and be heard on these 45 

provisions. 
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MR MORA:   That is right. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   And this would be an example of what we are describing I 

think, wouldn’t it, by what you are saying? 5 

 

MR MORA:   Yes. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   So you made submissions in this area and you will be 

given the opportunity later in the hearing process to present your 10 

submission on that. 

 

MR MORA:   So that is that specific one, the Luney one, but we are also here 

today to hear about the Spreydon Lodge one as well. 

 15 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes, so if you have made a submission which deals with 

this then that gives you the scope to be heard by all means and 

participate as you see fit on that. 

 

MR MORA:   Thank you, sir. 20 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   All right, but if we proceed with the pre-hearing on the 

basis that the focus will be on the single exemplar that has been 

described, the Spreydon Lodge one.   

 25 

 The next question becomes which provisions of the plan we should 

address in regard to this, it almost could be described as a spot zone 

question we have been asked I think, isn’t it, outside the normal context 

we have been asked to look at particular zoning in this manner.   

 30 

 Ms Scott, you have suggested what those should be in, well, the memo 

from Mr Mathieson (ph 4.24) and Ms Smith does that.  Your 

memorandum was done, Mr Cleary, without the benefit of reading this 

other one and you give a description of provisions that you intend to 

bring forward to the Panel’s attention.  Within the scope of your 35 

client’s submission are there any provisions that haven’t been specified 

in the Council’s memorandum that you think should be within the 

scope of the hearing? 

 

MR CLEARY:   I am not aware of any provisions that should be.  Can I just 40 

explain what - - - 

 

  [1.35 pm] 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes. 45 
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MR CLEARY:  - - - just in terms of not having viewed the memorandum, we 

only got instructions on it two days ago. 

 

  [1.35 pm] 

 5 

JUDGE HASSAN:   You do not need to explain, that is absolutely fine.  I 

understand the pressures that people are under.  But have you had 

enough of a chance now to reflect on the specific provisions to be 

confident that those provisions are effectively sufficient. 

 10 

MR CLEARY:   I am 99 percent confident. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   We will not be locking the door shut on that just that, if 

you could just perhaps keep reflecting on that and if you have a clearer 

view by later on you can let us know and if not we might have to make 15 

some reservation of an ability for do so but we will obviously have to 

be quite quick in having clarity on that. 

 

MS SCOTT:   Excuse me sir, I have just been advised by Mr Matheson that 

appendix 8.6.4 is missing from that list and that is the outline 20 

development plan that relates to this development. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Appendix 8.6.4 the outline development plan. 

 

MS SCOTT:   It is in chapter 8, it is on page 65 of that chapter. 25 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Thank you, I have added that in.   

 

MS DAWSON:   Can I ask, I note, Mr Cleary, that the Danne Mora original 

submission covers a lot of other provisions and so I guess we need to 30 

be sure that the provisions that you might ask for in terms of the spoke 

set for the (INDISTINCT 1.52) Housing do not cover, are not caught 

up in those aspects of the original submission.  In other words a lot of 

other, particularly the built form standards. 

 35 

MR CLEARY:   Actually, the submissions that sit outside (INDISTINCT 

2.07) framework and they would apply generally, I would like to think 

that there would not be any danger of those revisions being caught up 

in the general provisions it is effectively a (INDISTINCT 2.23)  

 40 

MS DAWSON:   Okay, that is fine I just wanted to be sure about that because 

that is quite extensive otherwise, thank you. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   I will come back to you a bit later on, Mr Cleary, just to 

see if you have got a firm view on the scope question and we will take 45 

it from there on that I think.  Just turning to item 3, the implications for 
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parties to the hearing and I think I will start by signalling a few things 

and then get responses I think.   

 

 The nature of this particular inquiry is that there is a good number of 

provisions that we will need to consider albeit on a spot zoning kind of 5 

theory and very much Mr Mora on the basis of reserving the ability of 

submitters that have made submissions on these various provisions, 

their rights to obviously address at the relevant time and not feeling in 

any way compromised by that. 

 10 

 With that in mind I am looking at your memorandum, Mr Cleary, 

where you refer to a process of capturing the provisions into a package 

which seems like a particularly useful thing to do, proposing a process 

of discussion with the relevant submitters and further submitters.  Now 

clearly you will need to think carefully about that because anyone who 15 

has made a submission or further submission is entitled to be heard and 

may elect not to be heard at this stage because they will have the rights 

later but nevertheless they have made a submissions on the provisions. 

 

 Then your proposal that if agreement is not reached parties be then 20 

directed to identify witnesses by a certain date, whether that is useful in 

principle, thinking about this nature of the hearing my sense at the 

moment is that this hearing is likely to be a two day hearing rather than 

a single day hearing as the other matters have been this morning. 

 25 

 The signal we have given this morning is that we will deal with these 

urgent matters in the week commencing the 12th of January.  It could 

well be that given the workload, the competing workloads we need to 

get through this that week and the size of this matter that we may need 

to have a split Panel approach to those matters as we can do under the 30 

order. 

 

  [1.40 pm] 

 

 The hearing itself, if it is run as a spot zone type of inquiry, would that 35 

suggest that Danne Mora should evidence exchange first and then other 

parties respond and I haven’t heard from you Ms Scott on this either 

but I am just thinking out loud, it is a little bit different from the normal 

run of things in a spot zone. For instance, prompted by Mr Cleary’s 

memo suggesting a package be put together after a process of 40 

discussion and so forth. 

 

 It is almost as though there is a proponent here of an idea called a spot 

zone for this area. Not so much promoted by the Council’s planning 

scheme but directed out of the Order in Council that it be run this way. 45 

So I wonder whether the better approach here may be to have Danne 
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More exchange first, other parties to follow and Danne More to do 

rebuttal rather than the normal course which is for Council to do it first. 

Do you have any response to that Ms Scott? 

 

MS SCOTT:   I thank you, sir. What you are saying makes a lot of sense, just a 5 

bit of context as well, the Council has been working with Danne More 

in terms of clarifying or the amendments that might be required to the 

provisions in response to their submission. That process is underway 

and the Council is hopeful that the two parties will have a very – will 

have agreed position in fact, in terms of heading towards the hearing.  10 

 

 I am not sure that they have a strong view either way. This has been a 

joint process between the Council and the developer in terms of 

bringing this exemplar forward and I would be interested to hear what 

my friend- - - 15 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   So that is almost as if you are joint proponents? 

 

MS SCOTT:   Yes, provided that we can get through the next couple of weeks 

and it is an agreed approach, yes. 20 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   So in terms of hearing procedure you would be also 

comfortable with the Council exchanging first with Danne More and 

then the submitters to follow so that the submitters can all see how the 

joint approach is worked and they may have response to how the 25 

Council has approached it or whatever, it may be fairer to them to see 

the Council’s evidence at that earlier stage. 

 

MS SCOTT:   Okay. I think that is sensible sir. 

 30 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Does any other party have a view on any of this in terms 

of evidence exchange. All right so if we- - - 

 

SIR HANSEN:   Just a minute. Sorry Mr Mora. 

 35 

MR MORA:   Yes, just clarification. My understanding that this plan change is 

a Council initiated plan change that was taken – developers were 

working on it then the Council took it over as a City Council initiated 

plan change. Is that right? 

 40 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Well I am not one to comment on what the Council has 

done or hasn’t done. What we have got is a set of provisions in front of 

the Panel, a direction to hear these provisions on exemplar housing at 

an early stage and I think effectively what you are hearing from the 

Council is there is very little of any difference between the Council and 45 

Danne More on the propositions in there. Hence their evidence coming 
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in together at an early stage. I think that is how you probably should 

see it. 

 

MR MORA:   Okay, thanks. 

 5 

JUDGE HASSAN:   So if that was how the hearing was organised, coming 

back through that, is the process by which the issues should be clarified 

and witnesses identified and any mediations organised and so forth so 

that we have a properly focused inquiry. Now I am going to start again 

with your memorandum Mr Cleary on this and then perhaps suggest 10 

some modifications and get some response to those.  

 

 The idea of starting with a package at the beginning which you would 

provide to the parties seems perfectly sensible, unless any issue is taken 

with that it seems like a good, focused starting point. Presuming that 15 

would be on the basis of the scope that is agreed to be – directed to be 

this to be confined to. Obviously on the assumption that those 

provisions would also be within the scope of the submissions made by 

the relevant – by your client. So if we assume that to be a first step, that 

package to be complete presumably would include the zoning maps and 20 

other things that would go with the package, the rules, any map that we 

need to see, the site, we need to obviously know where this site sits and 

how it relates to the – all of that in the package. 

 

MR CLEARY:   And the outline development plan as well. 25 

 

  [1.45 pm] 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes, that is right.  So then your suggestion was that you 

would update the Panel as to progress in discussions with submitters 30 

and further submitters by that Friday and then you have got a note if 

mediation occurs the task of reporting back falls to the mediator, if 

agreement is not reached you say parties then identify their witnesses 

by the 8th of December. 

 35 

 I am going to suggest something slightly different from that, that you 

provide that package on the dates you have indicated, that parties do 

identify their witnesses on the date that you identified, Monday the 8th 

that somewhere in that timeframe and I am suggesting possibly around 

Thursday the 11th, before any potential mediation you provide the 40 

Panel after conferring with the Council and other submitters what you 

would expect say in an Environment Court inquiry, a statement of the 

issues that are contested and yet those where resolution has been 

achieved or has been progressed and where issues are outstanding to 

assist the Panel understand how broad the differences are or how 45 

narrow they are.  Now that would normally fall to the Council to do 
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that but on the basis that this is a spot zoning inquiry I am suggesting it 

might be more productive for you to manage that. 

 

MR CLEARY:   I am happy to manage it. 

 5 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Ms Scott, do you have any concern with that or issue with 

that? 

 

MS SCOTT:   No it sounds good, thanks you 

 10 

SIR HANSEN:   You would be happy too I should say, you have a little else to 

do at the same time. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   A little holiday, does anyone else have any issues with 

that approach? 15 

 

MR MORA:   I am just wondering about the timeframe and the ability for 

people to actually get involved in this process, we are well aware of 

that the fact that it has to happen. 

 20 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes, well effectively that is the starting point and be 

assured, Mr Mora, we are very mindful of that but we have to work 

back from certain things we cannot move.  One of the things we cannot 

move is when we hear this which has to be in that week of the 12th of 

January in order to achieve what we have to under the order and 25 

directions I am trying to table.  So I am afraid it is just something we 

have to work with. 

 

 At least Mr Cleary is the one that has to hold the pen and pick up the 

phone and initiate conversations and if I could encourage everyone, 30 

obviously it is the interest of everyone for all parties to cooperate with 

processes like this so if I could urge you to please assist Mr Cleary in 

his responsibility putting it together. 

 

 If that clarified the scope of issues I am wondering then whether that 35 

might be the time just after that to timetable mediation so we have a 

mediator, or possibly mediators I am wondering available for 

mediations in the week commencing the 15th, I think it was the 15th 

and I think the mediator was available on the 16th and 17th. 

 40 

 I suppose just to get an indication your memo suggests you were keen 

on mediation, Mr Cleary. I take it the Council would be happy for that 

to occur.  Are any other parties with an interest wanting to indicate they 

would find mediation of assistance? 

 45 
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MR ALLEN:   Sir, Mr Allen, for the Crown and the Crown would definitely 

find mediation to be of assistance. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes, okay, Mr Mora? 

 5 

MR MORA:   That is good, nobody wants to hold the process up but those 

dates the 15th, 16th and 17th what month are they that we are referring 

to? 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   We are referring to December. 10 

 

MR MORA:   December, okay. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   So we will have a mediation and we will issue a minute 

which indicates when that is to occur.  It will be a facility available, the 15 

mediator will be put on for that and it may well be, I am not sure I can 

promise this, but I am hoping I can get a dedicated Commissioner, 

probably Commissioner Sutherland on the basis that Commissioner 

Mills will be dealing with the other two mediations. 

 20 

SIR HANSEN:    I think we should indicate which we probably, I overlooked 

earlier that there is the ability with the hearing spaces to conduct a 

strategic direction but also make a suitably large hearing room 

available for mediations at our premises so it will all be at the 

Manchester Street premises. 25 

 

  [1.50 pm] 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Okay, so if we add mediation timetable to that week I 

think at that point that is when we could then follow that with an 30 

evidence exchange timetable. And my suggestion would be, for 

discussion, that Danne More and the Council exchange their evidence 

on, I am going to say, the 18th of December. We will see what 

response I get to that. And the submitters do theirs’ on the 7th of 

January. And rebuttal, which I take it would only need to come from 35 

Danne More, I doubt if the Council would need to have a right of 

rebuttal but I suppose we should leave that opportunity if need be. But 

rebuttal evidence in on the 9th of January. Which would then, 

obviously, see it run in very close to when the hearing starts but 

nevertheless a few days ahead. 40 

 

 So the main pressure on this is really on the Council and Danne More 

on, I guess first question should go your way Mr Cleary on that debate. 

I know that you suggested another pre-hearing meeting. 

 45 

MR CLEARY:   I did and I appreciate- - - 
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JUDGE HASSAN:   I just think logistically – that is why I have suggested an 

issues memorandum and effectively put the work back on your 

shoulders as the Panel doesn’t have the luxury of time. 

 5 

MR CLEARY:   I think the suggestion, your Honour, of a further pre-hearing 

was predicated on the basis that the parties might reach agreement. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Well if the parties reach agreement- - -  

 10 

MR CLEARY:   And have a discussion as to how you want to make your 

decision from thereon in. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Well I can give an indication now. If the Panel was to 

receive a, if the Panel was to receive a document which indicated all 15 

relevant parties no longer wanted to be heard because they had reached 

a full agreement then the Panel is able to make determinations provided 

that it is, provided it is equipped with everything it needs in that 

memorandum and you will be accustomed to the approach the 

Environment Court takes with consent memorandum, where there is a 20 

responsibility on parties that are put in front of the Panel to ensure the 

Panel is informed of everything they need to decide about in order to 

make a decision, it has to be in the papers. 

 

 But, of course, that indication of process does not indicate anything 25 

regarding the merits and the obvious premise of that is that you are 

saying that all parties that have got a relevant interest would agree and 

you don’t know. So I don’t think we need a pre-hearing, a further pre-

hearing meeting to work through that stuff. That can be how it works. 

Mr Mortlock? 30 

 

MR MORTCLOCK:   Simon Mortlock for Danne More, director and solicitor. 

Two concerns I have: who are the relevant parties, in terms of here 

today and I presume there is the Community Board in particular and 

none other that I am aware; second point is, is that the issues at hand 35 

are really of an engineering, design solutions rather than common 

knowledge or laymen’s knowledge as it were. And there is a sense that 

one has that the complaints are essentially dependent upon expert 

witness and mediation. So I was wondering whether, what I would like 

to think is that the, at the mediation that experts, we certainly will 40 

provide our experts, and I would suggest that is incumbent upon the 

Committee Board, if we are going to get a meaningful outcome in this 

in a quick timeframe, could also engage people to provide that expert 

evidence. Because, frankly, at this point of time, we have been through 

a process with Council and the Committee Boards, which initially got 45 

signed off from what believed was Committee Board, it got signed 
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from the Council and then subsequently a Sub-Committee of the 

Community Board, without necessarily processed back to the larger 

body of the Committee Board, put forward their opposition to this 

particular situation, an exempt status. 

 5 

 So we are concerned that – we want to a remove from the laymen’s 

perception of understandings, we want to bring in the experts involved 

in the process, there is a lot of work been done on this and we want to 

remove it from the political agenda as opposed – I am not suggesting 

any wrongdoing or any inappropriate conduct of anyone but I am 10 

suggesting that it is a situation which demands, or it would be helpful, 

if we could actually deal with the real issues which are very much, 

literally significant time and effort and money has been spent getting to 

the solutions. We feel comfortable that we will arrive at those solutions 

to the Committee Board but they need to be recognised. Now, just this 15 

morning, Vicki Buck, one of the members of the Committee Board, 

gave an assurance that she would – well I don’t know if she is 

Community Board but Council’s representative anyway- - - 

 

MR MORA:   She is on our Community Board (ph4.41). 20 

 

MR MORTLOCK:   - - - she is on the Community Board, gave an assurance 

and wrote to the secretary of the Community Board seeking a meeting 

with Danne More and the Committee Board to present the scientific 

evidence on the, particularly on the water, stormwater issue, and the 25 

other issues pertaining to the application with all due urgency; to set up 

a meeting. Now, there is a sense that I have from Vicki Buck’s 

conversation this morning that there is not necessarily harmony around 

(ph 0.10) that decision and they want to bring forward that evidence to 

that point. 30 

 

  [1.55 pm] 

 

 So while this process is very helpful here today, and I am really 

grateful for that, I think it is important that this is not a layman’s 35 

understanding we are looking at here, we are looking at strong 

scientific evidence and inquiry that has been made over many, many 

months. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Well, sorry, Mr Mortlock to cut in there, there is a few 40 

things that you have covered.  I mean obviously the Panel has got no 

view about what are the relevant points that need to be addressed 

through parties’ evidence and presenting their cases.  The matters that 

must be determined relate to the provisions in front of the Panel.   

 45 
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 Now, the difficulty we have got of course, in terms of while I hear what 

you are saying, that ideally we would have opportunity for witness 

conferencing perhaps and mediation to occur at an early stage, the 

difficulty we have got is simply the logistics of getting over Christmas. 

I can’t see how we can run anything other than a sequential exchange 5 

of evidence unless you take a different view on that.  I am not sure how 

parties can respond to a proposal until they have seen the proposal and 

your own memorandum indicates and signals that by saying the first 

step is to put the provisions together. 

 10 

 So sequential exchange of evidence seems the first requirement, then 

we have got the Christmas logistics so if we are going to have 

sequential exchange it is inevitable that we have part of that after 

Christmas.  I have suggested 18 December, and I am not hearing from 

Mr Cleary or Ms Scott that they would want to push that ahead any 15 

further. 

 

MR MORTLOCK:   Sorry, can I clarify, sir, I am suggesting any change to the 

time sequence.  I am suggesting a process in parallel with the support 

of the Community Board. 20 

 

SIR HANSEN:   Well, just a moment.  Mr Mora, does the Community Board 

propose to call expert evidence in front of the Panel? 

 

MR MORA:   We are not in a position to actually employ or engage experts 25 

but there is an expert that has offered some evidence and we may call 

on that person. 

 

SIR HANSEN:   And you can get that person to attend the mediation? 

 30 

MR MORA:   I certainly hope so, no promises - - - 

 

SIR HANSEN:   Because, Mr Mortlock, submitters are entitled to go to the 

mediation. 

 35 

MR MORA:   I just want to clarify - - - 

 

SIR HANSEN:   We have got very, very clear instructions about fair hearing, 

which we didn’t need instructions on, and this is to be a mediation, we 

are not talking about expert witness conferencing here, we are talking 40 

about mediation and lay submitters have the same right as anyone else 

to go there even if they are a matter of the engineering and other 

matters. 
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MR MORTLOCK:   Sir, I welcome their attendance at those meetings, I am 

not suggesting they shouldn’t be there but I thought it would be helpful 

if they were assisted by expert witnesses. 

 

SIR HANSEN:   Absolutely, and that is why asked Mr Mora if they were going 5 

to have witnesses, and I would urge you, Mr Mora, because for you to 

meaningfully take part in that mediation you need this helpful, friendly 

expert that is going to do it for nothing I presume, on a pro bono basis, 

to be there. 

 10 

MR MORA:   I wasn’t sure where expert witnesses’ availability fitted into lay 

submitters so that is something that I need to actually talk - - -  

 

SIR HANSEN:   Well, lay submitters have the right to call evidence just like 

anybody else. 15 

 

MR MORA:   Yes, but I just need to contact this person and see what their 

availability is. 

 

SIR HANSEN:   Understood. 20 

 

MR MORA:   And I appreciate what you are saying, sir. 

 

MR CLEARY:   Well, sir, I think outside the form of directions, mediation and 

the like, I think the client will be comfortable providing the technical 25 

analysis that has been undertaken on the project to date to the 

Community Board and the other submitters as a matter of urgency. 

 

SIR HANSEN:   Right. 

 30 

MR CLEARY:   There is a clear understanding from the submitters and with 

the technical issues. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   I will hear from you in a minute, Mr Mora.  I just want to 

ask Mr Cleary a question.  In terms of that, Mr Cleary, are you saying 35 

that that technical information will be provided when you provide the 

planning framework on 5 December or would it be provided as part of 

the evidence that you would produce on the 18th? 

 

MR CLEARY:   Well, your Honour, we do have a draft package that has been 40 

sort of the latest iteration that has been discussed with the Council and I 

think we can provide a copy of that draft package to the submitters, 

including the Community Board, as a matter of urgency and probably 

by no later than Monday of next week. 

 45 
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SIR HANSEN:   Well, that would be helpful because the earlier the better 

obviously. 

 

  [2.00 pm] 

 5 

JUDGE HASSAN:   So Monday of next week, if we make that part of the 

directions that you do that.  And Mr Mora you wanted to ask a question 

but just before you do, with the Chairman’s encouragement for you to 

be able to refer that to the person you have in mind to give expert 

evidence so that that person can attend mediation with you on the basis 10 

that the Panel would encourage parties who go to mediation to do so 

with their expert witnesses. The timetable precludes an expert 

conferencing model I think but it doesn’t preclude experts coming to 

that mediation and I think we can record safely in the minute that that 

would be something which the Panel would encourage parties to do. To 15 

go to that mediation equipped with their experts and with Mr Cleary 

indicating to you that that report will be available to you on Monday so 

that you can give it to your expert, get him to read it and be prepared. 

 

MR MORA:   Just one quick thing, there is more than one Community Board 20 

involved in this process too. It is the Spreydon, Heathcote Community 

Boards - - - 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Well we are going to come to that point, yes. Okay the 

Spreydon, Heathcote Community Board and your issue on that, also Mr 25 

Mortlock, about the parties and who are they. I mean, in effect, any 

submitter – so submitters that have made submissions on these 

provisions, they will be given notice of the hearing, if they elect to 

attend the hearing that is their right to present on the provisions that 

they have made submissions on.  30 

 

MR MORA:   (INDISTINCT 1.30). 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes and they would also be invited to the mediation 

because they would be given notice of the mediation so potentially they 35 

could choose to attend. Even though the minute, when we can make 

this very clear in the minute, will be explicit, that the latter hearing will 

be an opportunity for parties to present fully on all of the issues about 

these provisions. People might elect not to bother to turn up twice when 

they have the opportunity to be heard later. But nevertheless we can’t, 40 

we obviously can’t impose any restraint or limitation on the numbers of 

submitters who may elect to attend mediation and/or the hearing. And 

the large number of provisions, even though it is on a spot zoning basis, 

the large number of provisions means there is a relatively large 

catchment of submitters who have made submissions on those 45 

provisions. And we are just going to have to see how that transpires. 
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MR CLEARY:   I appreciate the position the Panel is in. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   The best we can do is indicate in the minute, as I said we 

would, how explicitly we can possibly indicate it, that submitters will 5 

not be prejudiced in their capacity to be heard later and to have their 

cases presented on these provisions later on, notwithstanding they 

didn’t turn up at the spot zoning hearing. Is there anything else in that 

area that arises Mr Mortlock from your questions before? 

 10 

MR CLEARY:   I am just thinking of the actual timetable for exchange of 

evidence. It is the 18th was the first step was it sorry? 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Well the timetable we were suggesting before and I am 

mindful that other parties may have issues on this and please raise this, 15 

I am not intending this to be just a conversation for this part of the 

hearing, was for Danne More to provide their evidence in chief on the 

18th of December along with the Council. I am happy to be told that 

that can be brought forward but - - - 

 20 

MR CLEARY:    But not pushed back your Honour? 

 

MR MORTLOCK:   We are keen to proceed your Honour as quickly as 

possible in this process. We have been in this process for three years. 

 25 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes. 

 

MS SCOTT:   So just to clarify is the mediation date pencilled for the 15th, 

which is the Monday - - - 

 30 

SIR HANSEN:   No I think it is the 16th or 17th probably - - - 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes, 16th or 17th - - - 

 

SIR HANSEN:   We will confirm that back as soon as we are able to. 35 

 

MS SCOTT:   Okay. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   I think it was the 16th and 17th were the mediators were 

available, well at least one is available and I am – so I think the best 40 

thing is we need to check back with the mediators and we will advise 

the parties of that. 

 

MR CLEARY:   I am just thinking, your Honour, that the actual mediation on 

the 16th might whittle down the issues that dispute significantly. You 45 

know, so let us say full agreement is not reached- - - 
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JUDGE HASSAN:   Are you saying you want more time to present the 

evidence because more time would allow you to write shorter 

evidence? 

 5 

MR CLEARY:   No, it means that the outcome of the mediation will allow us 

to focus exactly on what evidence is required (INDISTINCT 4.40) the 

dispute. No I thought - - - 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   I’ve got the mediation happening then rather than 10 

(INDISTINCT 4.44) briefing your experts and allowing them to cut 

their cost back further, you might need a few more days. 

 

MR MORTLOCK:   Sir I don’t think that will be necessary because we have 

completed all our preparation of evidence to submit an application. 15 

That covers all these various issues that we are addressing here. It will 

be a case of cutting out the parts we have agreed to. My only concern 

is, is that, some of these issues are of a broad general nature and 

solving the problems of stormwater flooding down in – out parts of 

Christchurch, how relevant it is to this particular inquiry is a matter of 20 

concern, but other than that, we’re ready and ready – raring to go, so 

we’ll (INDISTINCT 0.19) accordingly as required. 

 

  [2.05 pm] 

 25 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes, okay. All right, well I think that’s – we can go as far 

as we can now, it maybe that issues become clearer after the issues 

memorandum is lodged there might be further narrowing of issues as a 

result of mediation, that obviously help the Panel to know how narrow 

things have become so even though there’s not a specific direction to 30 

advise the panel further, we would, we would welcome if it issues 

narrow further. 

 

 An expectation of mediation obviously if it does produce outcomes and 

those are reported to the Panel, mediation itself being a process in 35 

confidence, and so I think that’s probably about as far as we go at the 

moment and if there’s call for further directions at a later stage to be 

made then I suppose parties will have to just ask the Panel for those 

directions in an endeavour to make the process as efficient and focused 

as we can. 40 

 

 I am mindful that two days for this hearing seems quite tight but that’s 

all we’ve got, so we’ll just have to work with it. 

 

 Ms Scott? 45 
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MS SCOTT:   Sir, just to clarify the dates for the hearing, I understand that 

12th of January split Panels will be hearing temporary activities in the 

multiunit matters. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes. 5 

 

MS SCOTT:   Is there any confirmation of the two days for this hearing at the 

moment? 

 

MS DAWSON:   Ms Scott, do you indicate that a split Panel will hear – one 10 

will hear multi units and one will hear the temporary activities? 

 

SIR HANSEN:   No, one Panel will hear those two. 

 

MS SCOTT:   Okay. 15 

 

SIR HANSEN:   And one Panel will hear the exemplar house, starting on the 

same day. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes. 20 

 

MS SCOTT:   Okay, so - - -  

 

MS DAWSON:   (INDISTINCT 2.16) all three (INDISTINCT 2.17). 

 25 

MS SCOTT:   Okay, so will it be a morning hearing for temporary activities 

and an afternoon hearing for - - -  

 

MR………:   (INDISTINCT 2.23). 

 30 

SIR HANSEN:   We will start the hearings for the two we heard this morning, 

on the morning of the 12th. We’ll deal with the first one first and when 

it’s completed we’ll go into the second one. 

 

MS SCOTT:   Okay. 35 

 

SIR HANSEN:   The other panel, at the same time, on the same morning will 

start the hearing on exemplar housing. 

 

MS SCOTT:   Okay, thank you. 40 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   All right. So obviously it does put a bit of pressure on the 

Council in terms of resources but it’s where we’re at. 

 

MS SCOTT:   We will be there, sir. 45 
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JUDGE HASSAN:   (INDISTINCT 2.59) counsel, yes, okay. I mean 

obviously, Ms Scott, if there are issues about witnesses having to be in 

two rooms at once that sort of thing, then just put things to the Panel to 

make sure things work out at that housekeeping level. The hearings will 

be in the same building and those sorts of things should help the 5 

logistics a little bit further. 

 

MS SCOTT:   Okay, thank you, sir. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Mr Cowie, I haven’t specifically asked you yet but I’m 10 

just mindful that your services might be called upon to help submitters 

– community board submitters and so forth in this equation, so Mr 

Mora, you know Mr Cowie and - - -  

 

MR………:   Yes. 15 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   - - - by all means so take advantage of that. 

 

MR COWIE:   Just in relation to that, sir, I’ve got a 0800 phone that I’ll try and 

take with me pretty much all of the time, I don’t think it’s on the 20 

website yet, but I will try and carry that, even if I do go on holiday, sir, 

thank you. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Okay. Finally, the other matters and just consistent with 

the practice that we’ve applied in our directions in other hearings, we 25 

would intend to do the same here in regard to the time limits on cross-

examination, the requirement to make an application to cross-examine. 

Cross-examination’s not a right. The Panel needs to know and the 

directions will cover this as they have in the other hearings, what it is 

you want to cross-examine about and so forth, the witnesses and – and 30 

the expectation would be a time limit and my proposition would be a 

15 minute time limit per expert/per witness, does anyone have an issue 

at this stage with that? 

 

  [2.10 pm] 35 

 

 And on the basis that we’re not in a position yet to know that list of 

witnesses today, we will include in the direction as you suggested Mr 

Cleary as I noted before a timetable by which parties will have to 

nominate and disclose to the Panel who their witnesses will be and their 40 

names and their areas of expertise. 

 

 In regard to legal submissions the proposition I have put there is it 

would be useful for the Panel to receive them in advance and I think in 

this context it might be, that for instance, Mr Cleary, and the counsel 45 
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would present their submissions to the Panel to allow them to pre-read 

before the hearing starts perhaps at least the day before. 

 

 For parties only to speak to and to highlight their points in their 

submissions not to read them through to save time there, perhaps only 5 

allowing 10 or perhaps 20 minutes, for yourself Mr Cleary and Council 

may not need to take much time at all if your case is relatively the 

same. 

 

 For those submissions for other parties to perhaps come in, if we are 10 

having say two days for a hearing to come in again on the day prior to 

the hearing, prior to presentation.  We will cover the specifics of that in 

our directions but in a general design sense are there any issues with 

that? 

 15 

 Okay, are there any other matters anyone wants to raise, any questions 

or any thoughts?  All right, well thank you very much everyone. 

 

MATTER ADJOURNED AT 2.11 PM ACCORDINGLY 


